We apply several state-of-the-art techniques developed in recent advances of counting algorithms and statistical physics to study the spatial mixing property of the twodimensional codes arising from local hard (independent set) constraints, including: hard-square, hard-hexagon, read/write isolated memory (RWIM), and non-attacking kings (NAK). For these constraints, the strong spatial mixing would imply the existence of polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS) for computing the capacity. The existence of strong spatial mixing and a PTAS were previously known for the hard-square constraint. We show the existence of strong spatial mixing for hard-hexagon and RWIM constraints, and consequently we give PTAS for computing the capacities of these codes. We also show evidence that the strong spatial mixing may not hold for the NAK constraint.
I. INTRODUCTION
We consider codes consisting of two-dimensional binary patterns of 0's and 1's arranged in rectangles, satisfying constraints of forbidding certain local patterns. The capacity (or entropy) of a two-dimensional code measures the maximum rate that the information can be transmitted through this representation. A recent breakthrough [8] in symbolic dynamics shows that capacities of two-dimensional codes precisely characterize the class of Turing-computable reals. It is then a natural and fundamental problem to further classify the capacities of two-dimensional codes which can be computed efficiently, that is, in polynomial time.
We consider the class of two-dimensional codes which: (1) can be described by local (up-to distance 2) forbidden patterns, and (2) arise from hard (independent set) constraints. This gives us precisely the following well-studied constraints for two-dimensional codes: hard square (HS) [4] , [16] , hard hexagon (HH) [2] , read/write isolated memory (RWIM) [5] , [7] , [11] and non-attacking kings (NAK) [21] , [11] . Among these constraints, the capacities of hard-square and hardhexagon are known to be efficiently computable [2] , [16] , [13] . The efficiency of computation of the capacity of RWIM or NAK is still unknown.
In [6] , an intrinsic connection was recently discovered between efficient computation of capacities of two-dimensional codes and the property of being strong spatial mixing (SSM), a notion originated from the phase transition of correlation decay in statistical physics. Being strong spatial mixing means the correlation between any bits that are far away from each other decays exponentially as the distance between them grows, even conditioning on that the states of any other bits being arbitrarily fixed. By exploiting this property, the capacity can be effectively estimated from local information.
In a seminal work [22] , the strong spatial mixing is introduced and is proved for independent sets of graphs along self-avoiding walks, another essential object in statistical physics [12] . Specifically, for independent sets, the maximum degree 5 is a phase transition threshold such that strong spatial mixing holds for all graphs with maximum degree at most 5, since there are graphs of any maximum degree greater than 5 without spatial mixing. A direct consequence is an efficient algorithm for approximately computing hardsquare (HS) entropy, because the hard-square constraint can be interpreted as independent sets of two-dimensional grid, whose degree is less than 5. For the more complicated constraints of HH, RWIM, and NAK, which correspond to independent sets of graphs of degree 6 or 8, we need stronger tools than the generic ones used in [22] to verify the existence of strong spatial mixing and efficient algorithm for computing the capacity, or show evidence saying that they may not exist.
A. Contributions
Previously it is known that strong spatial mixing holds for the hard-square constraint [22] and there exists a polynomialtime approximation scheme (PTAS) for computing its capacity [16] , [13] . We apply the techniques newly developed in [17] , [10] , [18] , [19] to analyze the spatial mixing of the aforementioned two-dimensional codes, and make the following discoveries: 1) Strong spatial mixing holds for the hard-hexagon (HH) and the read/write isolated memory (RWIM) constraints. 2) Consequently, there exist PTAS for computing the capacities of HH and RWIM constraints. 1 3) For the non-attacking-kings (NAK) constraint, strong spatial mixing does not hold along self-avoiding walks. This gives the first algorithm with provable efficiency for computing the capacity of RWIM constraint and the first strong spatial mixing results for both hard-hexagon and RWIM constraints, and also shows that the NAK constraint might not exhibit strong spatial mixing to support the approximation algorithm for other constraints in this paper.
B. Related work
Computing the capacities for different constrained codes has been studied extensively. In [2] , the exact solution of hard-hexagon entropy is given. The method introduced in [4] connects the number of independent sets to the capacity and shows the existence and bounds for capacities of certain important two-dimensional (d, k) run-length constraints. In [9] , the (d, k) run-length constraints with positive capacities are fully characterized. In [14] , the bound for the capacity of threedimensional (0, 1) run-length constrained channel is given. In [21] , numerical bound on the capacity of NAK is given. In [5] , the bound for the RWIM capacity is given. Recently newer bounds for RWIM and NAK are shown in [11] . In [6] , sequential cavity methods is used to compute free energy and surface pressure. In [16] , a PTAS for computing the hardsquare entropy is given. In [13] , it is proved that if any nearest neighbor two-dimensional shift of finite types exhibits SSM, then there is a PTAS for computing the entropy.
II. PRELIMINARIES A. Two-dimensional codes from hard constraints
Consider two-dimensional binary patterns of 0's and 1's arranged in m×n rectangles, satisfying the following constraints given by forbidden patterns.
1) Hard square (HS) constraint [4] , [16] : forbidding the patterns 1 1 and and 1 1 . The constraint forbids any horizontally or vertically consecutive 1's. 2) Hard hexagon (HH) constraint [2] : forbidding the patterns 1 1 , 1 1 and 0 1 1 0 . The constraint forbids any horizontally, vertically, or anti-diagonally consecutive 1's. 3) Read/write isolated memory (RWIM) constraint [5] , [7] , [11] : forbidding the patterns 1 1 , 1 0 0 1 and 0 1 1 0 . The constraint forbids any horizontally, diagonally or anti-diagonally consecutive 1's. 4) Non-attacking kings (NAK) constraint [21] , [11] : forbidding the patterns 1 1 ,
The constraint forbids any horizontally, vertically, diagonally or anti-diagonally consecutive 1's. Throughout, we assume Cons ∈ {HS, HH, RWIM, NAK} to be one of the constraints defined above. Let N Cons m,n be the number of m × n binary patterns satisfying constraint Cons.
Denote by Z the set of integers, let L Cons (Z 2 , E Cons ) be the infinite lattice graph with vertex set Z 2 such that L HS is the two-dimensional grid, and the L HH , L RWIM , and L NAK are respectively as shown in where #IS(·) denotes the number of independent sets.
In fact, restricting to the two-dimensional codes defined by local (of dimension up to 2) forbidden patterns, these are the all cases which can be described as independent sets. 2
B. Spatial Mixing
We adopt terms from statistical physics to describe the probability space of independent sets. Let G(V, E) be a graph, where each vertex is in one of the two states {0, 1}, such that state 1 is called occupied and state 0 is called unoccupied.
The spatial mixing, also called the correlation decay, is the property that the influence of an arbitrarily fixed boundary on the marginal distribution on a vertex decreases exponentially as the distance between them grows. The notion of strong spatial mixing (SSM) is introduced in [22] . Definition 2 (Strong Spatial Mixing). The independent sets of an infinite graph G(V, E) exhibit strong spatial mixing (SSM) if there exist constants β, γ > 0, such that for every finite vertex set U ⊂ V , every v ∈ U , and any two independent sets σ, τ of the vertex boundary ∂U = {w ∈ U | uw ∈ E, u ∈ U }, it holds that
where ∆ ⊆ ∂U is the set of vertices on which σ and τ differ and dist(v, ∆) is the shortest distance between v and any vertex in ∆ in G.
Note that the marginal probabilities are well-defined since the uniform distribution is actually defined over the independent sets of the finite subgraph induced by vertex set U .
We have the following easy but useful proposition. The proposition is implied by the simple observation that conditioning on vertices to be unoccupied effectively prunes the tree to an arbitrary subtree, while the SSM still holds. 2 Other forbidden patterns of dimension up to 2 may also define independent sets, such as the one described by 0 1 1 0 and 1 0 0 1 , however, this case is just a union of two disjoint instances of hard square. The following recursion is well known:
where σ i is the restriction of σ on T i . The self-avoiding walk (SAW) tree is introduced in [22] to transform a graph into a tree while preserving the marginal probability. Let G(V, E) be a graph, finite or infinite. For each vertex u ∈ V , we fix an arbitrary order > u for the neighbors of u. Let v ∈ V be an arbitrary vertex. A tree T rooted by v can be naturally constructed from all self-avoiding walks v = v 0 → v 1 → . . . → v starting from vertex v ∈ V , after which for any walk v → . . . → w → v k → . . . → v such that {v , w} ∈ E and v > w v k , we delete the corresponding node and the subtree from T . The resulting tree is denoted as T = T SAW (G, v). This construction identifies each vertex in T (many-to-one) to a vertex in G. Thus for any independent set σ of Λ ⊂ V , we have a corresponding configuration in T , which is still denoted as σ by abusing the notation.
Theorem 4 (Weitz [22] ). For any finite graph G(V, E), v ∈ V , Λ ⊂ V and any independent set σ of Λ, it holds that
In [3] and [15] , the self-avoiding walk tree is generalized to deal with general constraints.
III. COMPUTING CAPACITY BY SSM
We adopt the definition of polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS) used in [16] for computing reals.
Definition 5. We say that there exists a polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS) for computing a real number C ∈ [0, 1] if for any > 0 a numberĈ can be returned in time poly( 1 ) such that |Ĉ − C| ≤ .
We apply the sequential cavity method of Gamarnik et al. [6] (see also [13] ) to give a PTAS for computing the capacities of two-dimensional codes exhibiting strong spatial mixing. For t > 0, we consider the subset of Z 2 :
Let L Cons t be the subgraph of L Cons induced by R t . Let p t be the probability that the vertex (0, t) is unoccupied in a uniformly distributed independent set of L Cons t . Lemma 7. If the independent sets of L Cons exhibit SSM, then for any constant 0 < < 1, there is a t = O(log 1 ) such that as m, n → ∞. The detailed proof is given in the full version [20] .
Once we have Lemma 7, the exact value of p t can be computed in time 2 O(t) poly(t) by a simple dynamic programming which counts the number of independent sets of any subgraph of L Cons t+1,2t+1 . Such algorithm is special case of a meta-algorithm given in [23] for counting CSP solutions in graphs of bounded treewidth. Combined with Lemma 7, Theorem 6 is proved.
IV. SSM OF HARD-HEXAGON AND RWIM
The SSM for the independent sets of L HS follows directly from [22] . We now prove the following theorem. It has the following algorithmic consequence by Theorem 6.
Corollary 9. There exists PTAS for C HH and C RWIM .
Although the exact solution to C HH is well known [2] , it is the first PTAS for C RWIM .
The SSM is verified on a supertree of the self-avoiding walk tree of L Cons . This supertree is a multi-type Galton-Watson tree generated by a branching matrix, introduced in [17] .
Definition 10 (Restrepo et al. [17] ). A branching matrix M is an m × m matrix of nonnegative integral entries. Each branching matrix represents a rooted tree T M generated by the following rules:
• each node of T M is in one of the m types {1, . . . , m}, with the root being type 1; • every type-i node has exactly M ij type-j children.
The following lemma relates the SSM to the maximum eigenvalue of branching matrix.
. If for every v ∈ V , there exists a branching matrix M satisfying: 1) the tree T M generated by M is a supertree of the selfavoiding walk tree T SAW (G, v), and 2) the largest eigenvalue λ * of M is less than γ, then the independent sets of G exhibit SSM.
The proof of this lemma is the most technical part of the paper and is deferred into the full version available at [20] . We only give a brief informal description here.
By Theorem 4, the SSM on graph G can be implied by the SSM on its SAW tree, which can be implied by the SSM on any supertree of the SAW tree, according to Proposition 3. We then verify the SSM for the supertree T M of the SAW tree generated by a branching matrix M whose eigenvalues satisfy the condition of Lemma 11. This can be done by showing that the system (1) on the tree T M converges at an exponential rate while the boundary conditions are arbitrarily fixed. Two key ideas for the analysis are:
• Instead of analyzing the convergence of the ratios R = 1−p p of the marginal probabilities as straightforwardly in the recursion (1), we analyze the convergence of the "potentials" φ = sinh −1 ( √ R). This potential function was introduced in [10] and later used in [18] , seeming to capture the very nature of hard (independent set) constraint.
• We use the 2 2 -norm (sum of squares) to measure the errors of potentials for vertices of different types. The same scheme was proposed in [18] . The content of Lemma 11 is subsumed implicitly in [18] by the notion of connective constant. Here we manage to present and prove the lemma without deviating to the connective constant. 
V. ABSENCE OF SPATIAL MIXING FOR NAK
In this section, we show that SSM does not hold for a self-avoiding walk tree for L NAK . We define a homogeneous order of neighbors as follows. For each vertex v in L NAK , let {NW, N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W} denote the eight directions leaving vertex v in a natural way. We assign each direction a rank (from 1 to 8) to define the order > v of neighbors for v, and assume that NW, N and NE are ranked 1,2 and 3 respectively. Let T NAK SAW = T SAW (L NAK , v) be the selfavoiding walk tree given by this order of neighbors. Since L NAK is symmetric and the order is homogeneous, the T NAK SAW is the same for every v.
Theorem 12. The independent sets of T NAK SAW do not exhibit SSM.
The above theorem is proved by constructing a subtree of T NAK SAW which does not have SSM. Then by Proposition 3, T NAK SAW does not exhibit SSM. This subtree of T NAK SAW is constructed by designing a branching matrix M S so that each path generated by M S correspond to a self-avoiding walk in T NAK SAW . This approach is used [19] on grid lattice. We consider the walks that never go to the three directions SW,S, and SE in south, and never goes back to the direction where it just came from (first going W then E, or first going E then W). Such walks must be self-avoiding since no cycle can be formed. We then further forbid the moves first going NW then E and the moves first going N then E. The remaining walks can be described by a 6×6 branching matrix M S defined as follows, whose corresponding tree is denoted as [20] , we prove that M S generates a subtree of the self-avoiding walk tree for L NAK .
Lemma 13. The tree T M S generated by the branching matrix M S is a subtree of T NAK SAW . Before going rigorous, a simulation shows that SSM may not hold for T M S . When the depth of T M S grows sufficiently large, the value of |p + t − p − t | approaches to 0.087, as shown in Figure 2 , where p + t (or p − t ) is the marginal probability of root of T M S being unoccupied conditioned on all vertices at distance t from the root being occupied (or unoccupied). Lemma 14. The independent sets of T M S do not exhibit SSM.
The lemma is proved by showing that the recursion (1) on the tree T M S is repelling around its fixed point, that is, the Jacobian matrix of the recursion has an eigenvalue greater than 1 at the fixed point. Then due to theory of dynamic systems, the sequence |p + t − p − t | cannot converge. A detailed proof is deferred to the full version [20] . Since T M S is a subtree of T NAK SAW , this implies that the self-avoiding walk tree T NAK SAW of L NAK does not exhibit SSM, proving Theorem 12.
